Catering for 10 or 10,000

QUANTITY PINT QUART GALLON
SERVES 2-4 6-8 10-12 14-16 18-20
PRICE 5.99 8.99 31.99

POTATO SALAD » BAKED BEANS » OUR FAMOUS FULL MOON SLAW » COLLARD GREENS » MAC & CHEESE » FULL MOON’S CHOW-CHOW » OUR AWARD-WINNING BAR-B-QUE SAUCE
CORN ON THE COB 2.79 each
HOUSE SALAD 4.79 per person
A bowl of garden-fresh mixed greens with crisp cucumbers, tomatoes, peppermint peppers, shredded cheddar cheese and your choice of dressing.
LOADED BAKED POTATO 4.79 per person
Topped with freshly grated cheddar cheese, butter, sour cream, real bacon bits and jalapeños.
FRESHLY BREWED LUZIANNE® ICED TEA (SWEET OR UNSWEET) OR FULL MOON’S LEMONADE 5.99 a gallon

FULL MOON’S FAMOUS HICKORY-SMOKE PORK sliced upon request 13.49 a pound
BLACK ANGUS BEEF BRISKET (sliced only) 18.99 a pound
PULLED BAR-B-QUE CHICKEN OR HICKORY-SMOKE TURKEY 14.49 a pound
SMOKED PORK LINKS (only at Full Moon!) 12.99 a pound
BAR-B-QUE CHICKEN half 7.99 whole 12.99

Crisp from the oven, each cookie is hand-dipped—just so—in a rich chocolate sauce. Half-moon shape, full-flavor delicious.
FULL MOON’S HALF MOON COOKIES are nearly as famous as the bar-b-que. They have been applauded in Southern Living and named one of the “100 Dishes To Eat in Alabama Before You Die.” Made from scratch each day in every restaurant, these cookies feature fresh pecans and plenty of luscious chocolate chips.
CARROT CAKE whole cake 30.99
dehalf sheet (serves 40-50) 80
half sheet (serves 90-100) 160
A rich, moist cake with fresh pecans and homemade cream cheese frosting.
COCONUT, KEY LIME & CHOCOLATE PIES whole pie 18.99
HOMEMADE BANANA PUDDING cup 2
half gallon 17
gallon 34
BROWNIES (SOLD BY THE DOZEN) 1.50 each
Perfectly simple: an old-fashioned chocolate brownie topped with fresh pecans.
POUNDS ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE
SERVES 2-4 6-8 10-12 14-16 18-20

FULL MOON GIFT CERTIFICATES are perfect for birthdays, special events and holidays. Our gift certificates, in whatever amount you choose, make wonderful presents for family, friends, new neighbors and co-workers. Call or come by one of our convenient locations today, and make gift-giving tastefully easy!
FULL MOON CATERING MAKES EXCEPTIONAL AND DELICIOUS MEALS for 10 or 10,000. Our impressive, portable hickory-fired bar-b-que pits bring the party to you—wherever you are. When we cook on site, your event is as entertaining as it is enticing. And our friendly, knowledgeable staff can assist you in any and all of your catering needs—from bartenders and servers to equipment rentals.

Our locations:

SOUTHSIDE: 324-1007
HOOVER: 822-MOON
INVERNESS: 991-7328
VALLEY AVENUE: 945-9997
ALABASTER: 620-4442
TUSCALOOSA: 366-3555
FULTONDALE: 849-4422
McCALLA: 481-1154
JASPER: 295-7000
OPELIKA: (334) 741-7570
DOTHAN: (334) 446-4322

Contact us for information on how to order!
SMALL feeds about 25 people, MEDIUM about 50 people, and LARGE about 100 people.

**LOVE ME TENDERS**

35 pieces 48 50 pieces 96 100 pieces 192

Our always-fresh chicken tenders are hand-seasoned and crisp-fried to perfection; choose original recipe or Buffalo-style, fried or grilled. These come with your choice of honey mustard dipping sauce or ranch dressing.

**BUFFALO WINGS**

35 pieces 29 50 pieces 51 100 pieces 146

Full Moon wings come mild, hot or with our famous bar-b-que sauce. They are served with crisp celery sticks & your choice of bleu cheese or ranch dressing.

**SOUTHERN PORK LINKS & CHEESE PLATTER**

Full Moon’s famous pork links with our homemade Kickin’ Pimento Cheese and crackers. Add a splash of our tangy bar-b-que sauce for a meat and cheese plate like no other!

**SLIDERS**

Build your bag lunch with our famous meats cooked low and slow over a hickory fire. Minimum 10 people for catering.

**LOVE ME TENDERS CHICKEN SANDWICH**

Our delicious, hand-breaded chicken is dressed with mayo, lettuce and tomato. Add cheese $.50, bacon $1.

These sandwiches feature Full Moon bar-b-que sauce, pickles and our famous chow-chow.

A. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, and a Half Moon cookie 9 per person
B. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, a Half Moon cookie 7.25 per person
C. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips and a Half Moon cookie 7.50 per person
D. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a side item 7.25 per person
E. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a bag of chips 6.50 per person

For chicken, turkey or brisket, add $1 per person

Homemade sides include potato salad, Full Moon slaw, baked beans or mac & cheese.

Our meaty ribs are slow-cooked over a hot hickory fire and basted with our award-winning Full Moon bar-b-que sauce.

**CLASSIC SPARE RIBS** 12.50 per person
Nobody knows ribs like we do! Slowly cooked in warm hickory smoke over our wood-fired pit and seasoned to perfection.

**BABY BACK RIBS** 12.50 per person

Moist, meaty ribs brushed with our famous Full Moon bar-b-que sauce are a sure crowd-pleaser.

**CLASSIC RIB AND CHICKEN COMBO** 15.50 per person

Why choose? Tender, tasty smoked chicken and our traditional, meaty spare ribs are the perfect combination. (Brisket, add $1 per person)

**ALL ORDERS INCLUDE:** Your choice of two trimmings, Half Moon cookies, freshly brewed iced tea & all paper supplies and serving utensils.

**SALADS & BAKERS**

We start with a bowl of garden-crisp mixed greens and add crunchy cucumbers, juicy tomatoes, peppadew peppers and shredded cheddar cheese. Top it off with your favorite meat: our famous Full Moon pork, smoked chicken or smoked turkey, and then add your choice of dressings: ranch, fat-free ranch, 1000 Island, BBQ, honey mustard, bleu cheese or Greek.

**SOUTHERN PORK LINKS & CHIECE PLATTER**

Full Moon’s famous pork links with our homemade Kickin’ Pimento Cheese and crackers. Add a splash of our tangy bar-b-que sauce for a meat and cheese plate like no other!

**SLIDERS**

Build your bag lunch with our famous meats cooked low and slow over a hickory fire. Minimum 10 people for catering.

**LOVE ME TENDERS CHICKEN SANDWICH**

Our delicious, hand-breaded chicken is dressed with mayo, lettuce and tomato. Add cheese $.50, bacon $1.

These sandwiches feature Full Moon bar-b-que sauce, pickles and our famous chow-chow.

A. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, and a Half Moon cookie and freshly brewed iced tea 9 per person
B. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, a Half Moon cookie and freshly brewed iced tea 7.25 per person
C. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips and a Half Moon cookie 7.50 per person
D. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a side item 7.25 per person
E. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a bag of chips 6.50 per person

For chicken, turkey or brisket, add $1 per person

Homemade sides include potato salad, Full Moon slaw, baked beans or mac & cheese.

**FAMOUS FOR RIBS**

Our meaty ribs are slow-cooked over a hot hickory fire and basted with our award-winning Full Moon bar-b-que sauce.

**CLASSIC SPARE RIBS** 12.50 per person
Nobody knows ribs like we do! Slowly cooked in warm hickory smoke over our wood-fired pit and seasoned to perfection.

**BABY BACK RIBS** 12.50 per person

Moist, meaty ribs brushed with our famous Full Moon bar-b-que sauce are a sure crowd-pleaser.

**CLASSIC RIB AND CHICKEN COMBO** 15.50 per person

Why choose? Tender, tasty smoked chicken and our traditional, meaty spare ribs are the perfect combination. (Brisket, add $1 per person)

**ALL ORDERS INCLUDE:** Your choice of two trimmings, Half Moon cookies, freshly brewed iced tea & all paper supplies and serving utensils.

**SALADS & BAKERS**

We start with a bowl of garden-crisp mixed greens and add crunchy cucumbers, juicy tomatoes, peppadew peppers and shredded cheddar cheese. Top it off with your favorite meat: our famous Full Moon pork, smoked chicken or smoked turkey, and then add your choice of dressings: ranch, fat-free ranch, 1000 Island, BBQ, honey mustard, bleu cheese or Greek.

**SOUTHERN PORK LINKS & CHEECE PLATTER**

Full Moon’s famous pork links with our homemade Kickin’ Pimento Cheese and crackers. Add a splash of our tangy bar-b-que sauce for a meat and cheese plate like no other!

**SLIDERS**

Build your bag lunch with our famous meats cooked low and slow over a hickory fire. Minimum 10 people for catering.

**LOVE ME TENDERS CHICKEN SANDWICH**

Our delicious, hand-breaded chicken is dressed with mayo, lettuce and tomato. Add cheese $.50, bacon $1.

These sandwiches feature Full Moon bar-b-que sauce, pickles and our famous chow-chow.

A. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, and a Half Moon cookie and freshly brewed iced tea 9 per person
B. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, a Half Moon cookie and freshly brewed iced tea 7.25 per person
C. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips and a Half Moon cookie 7.50 per person
D. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a side item 7.25 per person
E. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a bag of chips 6.50 per person

For chicken, turkey or brisket, add $1 per person

Homemade sides include potato salad, Full Moon slaw, baked beans or mac & cheese.

**FAMOUS FOR RIBS**

Our meaty ribs are slow-cooked over a hot hickory fire and basted with our award-winning Full Moon bar-b-que sauce.

**CLASSIC SPARE RIBS** 12.50 per person
Nobody knows ribs like we do! Slowly cooked in warm hickory smoke over our wood-fired pit and seasoned to perfection.

**BABY BACK RIBS** 12.50 per person

Moist, meaty ribs brushed with our famous Full Moon bar-b-que sauce are a sure crowd-pleaser.

**CLASSIC RIB AND CHICKEN COMBO** 15.50 per person

Why choose? Tender, tasty smoked chicken and our traditional, meaty spare ribs are the perfect combination. (Brisket, add $1 per person)

**ALL ORDERS INCLUDE:** Your choice of two trimmings, Half Moon cookies, freshly brewed iced tea & all paper supplies and serving utensils.

**SALADS & BAKERS**

We start with a bowl of garden-crisp mixed greens and add crunchy cucumbers, juicy tomatoes, peppadew peppers and shredded cheddar cheese. Top it off with your favorite meat: our famous Full Moon pork, smoked chicken or smoked turkey, and then add your choice of dressings: ranch, fat-free ranch, 1000 Island, BBQ, honey mustard, bleu cheese or Greek.

**SOUTHERN PORK LINKS & CHEECE PLATTER**

Full Moon’s famous pork links with our homemade Kickin’ Pimento Cheese and crackers. Add a splash of our tangy bar-b-que sauce for a meat and cheese plate like no other!

**SLIDERS**

Build your bag lunch with our famous meats cooked low and slow over a hickory fire. Minimum 10 people for catering.

**LOVE ME TENDERS CHICKEN SANDWICH**

Our delicious, hand-breaded chicken is dressed with mayo, lettuce and tomato. Add cheese $.50, bacon $1.

These sandwiches feature Full Moon bar-b-que sauce, pickles and our famous chow-chow.

A. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, and a Half Moon cookie and freshly brewed iced tea 9 per person
B. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips, a Half Moon cookie and freshly brewed iced tea 7.25 per person
C. Full Moon’s pork sandwich, a bag of chips and a Half Moon cookie 7.50 per person
D. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a side item 7.25 per person
E. Full Moon’s pork sandwich and a bag of chips 6.50 per person

For chicken, turkey or brisket, add $1 per person

Homemade sides include potato salad, Full Moon slaw, baked beans or mac & cheese.